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ANEW ERA IS dawning. 
The financial crisis of 
2008 is not the end of 

capitalism. Capitalism dates 
back to the Medici revolution, 
which invented modern bank
ing, but since then it has gone 
through many different regimes 
and articulations. The 2008 cri
sis marks the end of the Reagan- 
Thatcher counter-revolution. 
Neoliberalism and monetarism 
are dead. Even Nicolas Sarkozy 
now calls for the re-foundation 
of capitalism.1 This does not 
mean that thousands of policy
makers are not continuing to 
implement old recipes, helpless
ly watching their loss of control 
over events. Antonio Gramsci 
once said a crisis is when the 
old is dead, but the new not yet 
born. With the election of 
Barack Obama new paradigms 
in policy-making become possi
ble. Yes, we can reconcile mar
kets and social justice; we can 
invent a new social model for

‘With the election of Barack Obama 
new paradigms in policy-making 
become possible. Yes, we can reconcile 
markets and social justice; we can 
invent a new social model for Europe’

Europe. We can integrate the 
real and financial economy. But 
how? European social democ
rats were able to shape various 
epochs to different degrees.
How can they adapt to the new 
situation? Those who are in 
government or wish to form it 
will have to become the archi
tects of the new Europe after 
having served as fire brigade in 
the crisis.

A new perspective for 
Europe’s left needs to integrate 
economic and political norms 
and values into a coherent proj
ect for society. Since World War 
II, three paradigms have domi
nated political and economic 
thinking in the world. In the 
East, Marxism rejected markets 
and democracy; in the West, 
Keynesianism laid the founda
tions for social democracy and 
political liberalism, while 
Friedman’s counter-revolution 
developed a neoliberal ideology 
from the theories of monetarism.

Friedman’s anti-Keynesian 
revolution was not primarily 
directed against the welfare 
state, although he did think that 
‘most hardship and misery in 
the United States today reflect 
government’s interference’.2 His 
more fundamental attack sought 
to establish the superiority of 
the market economy over cen
tralised planning. In this he was 
right. Today, after Deng
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Xiaoping and the fall of the 
Berlin Wall, we are in one 
sense, all Friedmanians.3

But this concession does not 
warrant the adoption of the 
erroneous monetarist paradigm. 
Friedman did understand that 
money was crucial to the func
tioning of a market economy. So 
did Marx. But they both 
remained confined to the classi
cal economic paradigm, where
by markets are places for 
exchange of ‘real’ goods, while 
money was simply a veil that 
covered the reality. Until today 
socialists all too often keep 
making the same mistake. Marx 
drew the radical conclusion that 
capital and therefore money 
must be abolished. Not surpris
ingly, the ‘new’ economy of 
communism resembled the old: 
resources were allocated by 
hierarchy, and not by contracts 
between free and equal individ
uals; markets and consumer 
choice were suppressed.

Friedman and his followers 
took another track: if money 
was a veil, it could distort. 
Inflation was the main cause of 
distortions. Monetary policy 
therefore had to ensure price 
stability so that markets 
remained transparent and effi
cient. Only in the absence of 
inflation would prices send out 
the right signals to firms and 
consumers. Perfect competition 
would push profit maximising 
entrepreneurs to provide opti
mal welfare. Markets’ ‘invisible 
hand’ (Adam Smith) would then 
yield a unique equilibrium 
towards which the economy 
would naturally gravitate. There 
was no role for governments or 
regulation.

This paradigm did not recog
nise the important role that 
money has in creating markets

and in ensuring that the promis
es stipulated by financial con
tracts are fulfilled. It ignored 
that our real economy was char
acterised by oligopolistic and 
not by perfect competition. The 
problem with neoliberalism was 
less that it advocated unfettered 
markets; it was that it did not 
understand how markets work 
in reality. The truly alternative 
economic paradigm of a mone
tary economy was first elaborat
ed by John Maynard Keynes; it 
has subsequently been fine- 
tuned by Joseph Stiglitz and 
others4: money is credit, a 
bridge to the future, and not a 
veil. Tomorrow’s reality is deter
mined by today’s promises. 
Because the human condition is 
characterised by fundamental 
uncertainty, money is a precau
tionary instrument to secure 
access to goods, services and 
resources in a risky world. 
Therefore money is a constraint 
to our actions in the present 
and in the future. And competi
tion means striving for money, 
income and profit. It is fre
quently distorted by informa
tion asymmetries and does not 
necessarily lead to the unique 
equilibrium of welfare where 
everyone is better off.5 In this 
perspective, economic policy 
must aim at reducing uncertain
ty and insecurity. The financial 
crisis has reminded us all: with
out financial stability markets 
collapse. But more importantly, 
the generalised uncertainty in 
the economy as a whole, includ
ing prospects for effective 
demand and employment, will 
reduce growth, jobs, income 
and wealth.

The legitimacy of Keynesian 
macroeconomic policies and the 
modern welfare state were 
derived from this insight. But

they became dysfunctional 
when the neoclassical- 
Keynesian synthesis started 
using fiscal policy as if money 
did not matter. The vulgarisa
tion of Keynes opened the gate 
for Friedman. A misguided view 
of markets led to the deregula
tion of financial institutions. 
Believing that money served 
mainly as means of exchange in 
goods markets rather than as the 
ultimate asset for the extinction 
of debt justified the creation of 
liquidity, which has fuelled the 
enormous financial bubble in 
the American economy. 
Fortunately, the European 
Central Bank has been more 
careful, but does it operate from 
different intellectual founda
tions? Today, we need a new 
paradigm for economic policies 
that links markets to security, 
that renews the promise of 
modernity and progress; a para
digm that marries economic 
freedom to social justice, equali
ty to solidarity. After having 
extinguished the fire of the 
present crisis, we need to build 
a house that is fireproof.

Economic paradigms shape 
political norms and values. The 
French revolution has defined 
modernity by the twin values of 
liberté and égalité; later, the 
Commune de Paris added frater
nité. With the Declaration of 
Human and Civil Rights it 
enshrined individual rights as a 
protection against authoritarian 
rule and the tyranny of majority. 
Emancipated citizens became 
the sovereign in the modern 
state. Free and equal individuals 
would conclude the ‘social con
tract’ of the republic by which 
they determined the laws that 
were applicable to themselves. 
The political division into a ‘lib
eral right’ and an ‘egalitarian
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‘The financial crisis of 2008  is 
an opportunity to rethink the 
shortcomings of the neoliberal 
paradigm'

left’ follows different interpreta
tions of the modern world: 
Liberalism gives priority to indi
vidual freedom, socialism to 
equality. Both are children of 
modernity. But let us under
stand that how we interpret the 
world is how we change it.6

The modern vision of society 
serving individuals stands in 
clear contrast to the conserva
tive, anti-enlightenment view,7 
whereby society is a hierarchi
cally structured whole in which 
each individual has a pre
assigned role and status and to 
which they have to surrender. 
The conflict between these three 
political paradigms has dominat
ed European history for over 200 
years. At times, liberalism 
entered into an alliance with 
conservatism and became 
‘neoliberal’ and nationalistic; 
modernity was preserved in 
‘political liberalism’, which 
recognised the equality of citi
zens as democratic right holders. 
On the other side, socialists fell 
for communitarian conservatism 
when equality did no longer 
mean recognition of the other as 
an equal in all her or his diversi
ty, but rather the surrender to 
conformism and hierarchy. But 
true social democracy is a mod
ern and progressive force: it 
embraces individualism by fight
ing for human and civic rights·, it 
breaks up the barriers of tradi
tions and customs; it seeks the 
emancipation from community 
by developing the freedom of 
individuals; and it recognises 
that individual freedom is only 
possible when the formal equali
ty of legal rights has a material 
substance in wealth. This is why 
individuals need the state not 
only as a set of rules and regula
tions, but as a system of rights. 
Access to food, clothing, shelter,

and medical care have become 
human rights that can only be 
realised through the democratic 
use of power in a state of law 
[Rechtsstaat). Regulating 
financial markets today may 
be necessary to overcome the 
economic crisis, but it is not 
sufficient as a new paradigm 
for a Social Europe.

The emergence of modern 
social democracy cannot be sep
arated from the existence of 
market economies and therefore 
from the institutions of money 
and finance. Modern social 
democracy has gone beyond 
Marxism, without forgetting that 
capitalism endogenously pro
duces injustice. For the political 
norms of modernity will only be 
recognised as valid and legiti
mate in a society where con
tracts are concluded by market 
participants who interact as free 
and equal partners. These polit
ical norms give priority to free
dom and equality over fraterni
ty, to contractual relations of 
solidarity over the patriarchal 
hierarchy of community and 
they emphasise democracy as 
the only system which allows 
individuals to control the col
lective as free and equal citi
zens. Thus, the modern state is 
democratic and not authoritari
an, because it returns power 
and sovereignty to citizens who 
are the collective owners of 
public goods, of the res publica. 
No doubt, reality often looks 
different. Power relations over

rule norms of freedom and 
equality. But norms may be 
valid even when they are not 
facts. Indeed, the never-ending 
struggle for freedom and equali
ty, which has defined social 
democracy for 150 years, draws 
its legitimacy from the discrep
ancy between modern norms 
and values and their non-reali
sation in the real world. It was 
this insight that led Eduard 
Bernstein 100 years ago to call 
for the pursuit of a more practi
cal, piecemeal movement 
towards a socialist state within 
the context of a parliamentarian 
democracy. And Jean Jaurès 
acknowledged it by saying: ‘The 
Republic is the humus of social
ism’. Today a European democ
racy must become the humus of 
Social Europe.

The financial crisis of 2008 is 
an opportunity to rethink the 
shortcomings of the neoliberal 
paradigm. The financial prob
lems were not caused by ‘exces
sive greed’, as moralistic conser
vatives would argue. Instead, 
the romanticised version of 
markets and money that 
Friedman and his followers 
adhered to did not allow poli
cies to deal with the systematic 
interaction between the mone
tary and ‘real’ economy. They 
deregulated markets and pushed 
structural reform agendas that 
slowed down productivity 
growth instead of raising it.
They did bring inflation down, 
but then flooded the world with
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liquidity that fueled asset price 
bubbles. Keynes would have 
taught them long ago that pro
duction depends on credit, and 
credit on trust, and trust on rep
utation. This world of beliefs 
becomes a house of cards, when 
reputation sustains speculation, 
a fickly lightening in the dark
ness of uncertainty. The crisis 
has taught us painfully what 
happens, when trust disappears. 
Ordinary workers lose their jobs 
because bankers are scared. 
Financial stability requires rules 
and regulations that focus 
bankers’ minds on assessing the 
validity of investment projects 
and whether they can yield 
profits to service debt.

Modern economic theory 
emphasises the role of informa
tion and uncertainty. A new 
political paradigm must inte
grate these insights when it 
defines a framework for market 
regulation. And the modern 
rules for monetary policy lay 
the base. Inflation is dysfunc
tional for efficient market 
economies. As Friedman saw 
correctly, it makes ‘noise’, mean
ing that producers and con
sumers cannot easily identify 
the significance of price signals. 
The Maastricht Treaty has 
therefore correctly assigned the 
objective of maintaining price 
stability to monetary policy in 
Europe. But this is only a neces
sary requirement for the exis
tence of efficient markets; it is 
not sufficient. Access to infor
mation is at least as important.
If information is asymmetric 
and non-transparent, because 
some people know and others 
do not, markets cannot operate 
optimally. Adverse selection 
and moral hazard, which may 
be rational at the level of indi
vidual decisions, will produce

outcomes that reduce welfare 
for everyone. These informa
tional asymmetries also domi
nate monopolistic competition, 
which may yield many market 
equilibria and not only one 
optimal solution as Adam Smith 
believed.

A modern paradigm for social 
democracy must use the intel
lectual advances of recent years. 
The theory of monopolistic 
competition has shown that 
‘market failures’ are virtually 
all-pervasive in ordinary market 
transactions.8 The reasons are 
multiple, some related to infor
mation asymmetries, some to 
the existence of externalities. 
The former have dominated the 
financial sector. The latter are 
particularly relevant for politi
cal decision-making in Europe. 
The more decisions are decen
tralised, the higher the likeli
hood that ‘coordination failure’ 
will prevent individual actions 
to achieve social welfare. For 
example, while relocating jobs 
may be good for one company, 
it can devastate a region. These 
market failures justify govern
ment interventions. Socialists 
have known this for over 150 
years. They have claimed the 
nationalisation of the means of 
production, they have taken 
strategic participations in com
panies, and they have regulated 
markets. But unfortunately, the 
logic of information economics 
also applies to governments and 
can cause ‘government failure’. 
Thus, the traditional interven
tionism of ‘market socialism’9 
has not necessarily produced 
better results than the neoclassi
cal economics of liberal-conser
vatives. In fact, both camps fre
quently use the same analytical 
tools. This has undermined the 
confidence in the ability of

social democratic governments 
to correct market and govern
ment failures. A modern social 
democratic paradigm must 
rethink government action in 
informational terms: How can 
governments structure incen
tives for individuals and firms? 
How can information become 
more accessible? How can 
inequalities (asymmetries) in 
access to information be over
come for workers at the work 
place, for consumers in markets, 
for citizens in the public sphere?

A new social democratic par
adigm must start with the recog
nition that freedom and equality 
is founded in market 
economies. In modern societies 
wealth is created by the 
strength, creativity and 
dynamism of free and equal 
individuals who are guided in 
their behaviour by information 
and trust. Markets are the insti
tution that can facilitate the 
flow of information, provided 
there are rules that maintain 
trust. But once wealth is creat
ed, it is not necessarily distrib
uted in a way that people will 
consider as fair. This may justi
fy corrections. As manifested in 
the recent financial crisis, rules 
for transparency and regulations 
that minimise informational 
asymmetries can be remedies 
for market failure. But which 
rules are acceptable? Standards 
of fairness and justice, which 
apply to everyone, can only 
emerge from free and open pub
lic debates about what is in the 
collective interest. They require 
an institutional framework 
within which each citizen has 
an equal right to make a contri
bution. Once that is in place, 
citizens can deliberate together 
about the objectives they wish 
to achieve collectively. They do
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not have to agree about concrete 
policies, but they need to achieve 
a consensus that the democratic 
institutions are fair by offering 
equal rights to every citizen.

The aspect of democracy is of 
particular importance for a new 
social democratic paradigm in 
Europe. For decades, govern
ments have behaved as if they 
were benevolent planers that 
were implementing ‘the right 
policies’ in order to make peo
ple happy. But few questions 
were asked what it is that made 
people happy. This does no 
longer work. The debate about a 
European Social Model is also a 
debate about the content of hap
piness, about how people want 
to live: how much personal 
comfort are we ready to sacri
fice for saving the planet? Do 
the rich not feel happier when 
‘wealth is spread around’
(Barack Obama)? Do they not 
live more secure lives when 
crime rates are lower? And are 
crime and poverty not correlat
ed? Does fairness not affect the 
subjective quality of everyone’s 
lives? These and many other 
questions will only find an 
answer after long drawn out 
debates and public deliberation. 
We increasingly find that citi
zens’ input into the policy-mak
ing process is a value in itself 
that raises individual happiness.

This brings us to the issue of 
policy-making in Europe. For 
years Europe stood for peace 
and prosperity. But this associa
tion is increasingly put into 
question. Peace is taken for 
granted and neoliberal policies 
are proclaimed to be the only 
road to prosperity. But many cit
izens only find that their 
income is stagnating, real wages 
falling, jobs insecure, new 
employment nowhere to be

found, while top executives 
make fortunes. These citizens 
have no choice over policies. 
They have to accept what gov
ernments and their bureaucra
cies negotiate on their behalf. 
Not surprisingly, the approval 
rate of the European Union has 
slowly and gradually been 
falling. It stands today around 
50%, while it was closer to 75% 
twenty years ago. The recent 
referenda in France,
Netherlands, and Ireland all 
have signaled discontent with 
the way the European Union is 
run. Some political leaders may 
wish to argue it away and blame 
their predecessors for negative 
votes, but they are missing a 
simple fact: if citizens in the 
European Union are dissatisfied 
with a particular set of practical 
policies, the only means they 
have to oppose them is to turn 
against the European Leviathan 
‘in Brussels’. Europe’s institu
tions stifle political controversy 
and partisanship. Citizens have 
little to no choice between alter
native policy packages. Yes, 
every five years they can vote 
for the European Parliament; 
but who believes seriously that 
it makes a fundamental differ
ence to their lives? The 
Commission President is select
ed like the pope: in smoke-free 
secretive meetings between 
chiefs who are not accountable

to the people. The assembled 
heads of governments have all 
kinds of interests but cannot, by 
definition, represent the general 
interest of the European Union. 
This Europe is the opposite of 
what the founding fathers had 
in mind when they embarked 
on European unification.

Without doubt, the continuous 
interaction between ‘community 
method’ and intergovernmental- 
ism has contributed to the rapid 
progress in European integra
tion. Governments have delegat
ed crucial national policy com
petencies to the European level, 
such as the European 
Commission or the European 
Central Bank, because they 
were aware of the benefits this 
produced for their citizens.
They often were right. But 
European policy-making has 
now reached a degree of depth 
and interdependence where 
nation states alone can no 
longer sufficiently legitimise 
policies that do not grant citi
zens their ultimate right of sov
ereign. As long as democracy 
remains confined to the nation 
state, European institutions will 
not be able to muster support 
for the policies they pursue. 
Europe must ‘dare more democ
racy’, to take up Willy Brandt’s 
famous formula. But here again, 
new thinking for the new age 
is required.

Tor years Europe stood for peace and 
prosperity. But this association is 
increasingly put into question. Peace 
is taken for granted and neoliberal 
policies are proclaimed to be the 
only road to prosperity*
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The growing conservative 
creed in Europe is that a 
European democracy is not pos
sible because there is no 
European demos. What the 
advocates of this belief really 
mean is that national collective 
identities prime over the con
crete interests of individual citi
zens. Instead of being able of 
pondering reasonable arguments 
whether a particular policy is in 
their interests and then making 
a decision all together, citizens 
are assumed to fulfill the stereo
types of ‘their countries’ and 
they must surrender to what 
governments decide in their 
name. At best it is democracy 
for  the people, but not by the 
people. The conservative policy 
consensus that emphasises cul
tural identities of communities 
may help governments to legit
imise their policies at hom e 
(‘we are defending you’), but it 
prevents consensus and legiti
macy at the European level. It is 
the opposite of what Jean Monnet 
described as the purpose of 
European integration: ‘We do 
not create coalitions of govern
ments, we unite human beings’.

The renewed awakening of 
nationalism is a direct conse
quence of the dominance of 
neoliberalism. It has become a 
barrier to democracy in Europe. 
By shrinking the public sector, 
neoliberal policies have broad
ened the scope for private and 
reduced the space for democrat
ic decision-making. But many 
privatising decisions and 
actions have direct or indirect 
consequences for all. These 
unintended consequences arise 
in the form of negative 
spillovers and externalities, 
because, as we have seen, mar
kets frequently fail to coordinate 
behaviour optimally. What is

done by one group of compa
nies or individuals may be seen 
as a welfare loss by many oth
ers. So what to do? The conser
vative response is to appeal to 
morality, customs and commu
nitarian identity. They argue, 
individuals should conform to 
Miat the prevailing and conven
tional sense of ‘proper’ behav
iour. Deviation is sanctioned.
But in Europe, communitarian 
identity means national identity 
and national interest. This con
finement prevents minority dis
sent from crossing borders and 
forming majorities. Pan- 
European alliances are blocked 
because individuals are identi
fied with their country and have 
to surrender to their govern
ments’ interest. Jacques Delors 
once gave a beautiful example 
when monetary union was hotly 
debated: ‘Few Germans believe in 
God, he said, but all believe in 
the Bundesbank’. Yet, Germany’s 
former chancellor Helmut 
Schmidt had always been a 
vocal critique of the Bundesbank, 
just like the German trade 
unions. Thus, according to the 
communitarian logic, Helmut 
Schmidt was not a German.

In a modern democracy citi
zens are the demos, the sover
eign. Together individuals make 
up their minds, about what 
policies they consider as opti
mal. They have an interest in 
doing so, because they are all 
affected by the policy decisions. 
Hence, the question of which 
policies should be decided at 
the European level will be 
answered by looking at who is 
affected and by measuring the 
scope of the externalities. With 
democratic institutions, public 
deliberation will lead to policy 
solutions for what citizens con
sider best for themselves.

Citizens will accept the chosen 
solution, even if in minority, 
because they had an opportuni
ty to participate and contribute 
to the preference-building 
process. But Europe does not 
have democratic institutions in 
this sense. Policy decisions 
reflect a consensus among gov
ernments and their bureaucra
cies, not among citizens. Public 
debates do not usually take 
place across the European 
Union, but only in the isolated 
honey combs of nation states. 
Nor is there any public choice 
by citizens. Like in pre-modern 
monarchies, governments nego
tiate policies with governments 
and states are the sovereign, not 
citizens. Of course, exceptions 
exist. The European Parliament 
has responded to public criti
cism of the so-called Bolkestein 
Directive on services. But as a 
rule, citizens are treated as 
spectators in a football match: 
they are supposed to support 
the local club with applause, 
but certainly not as owners of 
public goods that they all own 
jointly.

If Europe’s social democracy 
wants to meet the challenge of 
moving into a new era, it needs 
to become the advocate, the car
rier and the implementer of a 
proper European democracy.10 
From the beginning, social 
democracy was internationalist, 
treating citizens as the sover
eign, while conservatives 
thought of them as cattle.11 
Today, European social democ
racy must fight for individuals’ 
freedom to take political deci
sions at the European level. 
They must acknowledge that 
European citizens are equal citi
zens with equal rights to decide 
what they consider their best 
interests. European democracy
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